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Introduction 

Spatial Data Infrastructure (hereafter SDI) as a crucial step toward successful spatial data 

management is an infrastructure to coordinate and facilitate the production, storage, access and 

sharing of the spatial data. Implementing such an infrastructure is difficult due to its complex 

dynamic nature (Grus et al., 2010, Mansourian and Abdolmajidi, 2011). Mansourian and 

Abdolmajidi (2011) suggested to use system dynamics for simulating the SDI development. The 

authors utilized the system dynamics technique to model the development of an SDI by 

considering its dynamic and complex nature. The simulation capability of the stock-flow model 

of an SDI (hereafter, called SMSDI) enables SDI policy-makers to simulate the development of 

an SDI based on different plans and policies, get an insight about the progress of SDI as a result 

of each plan/policy and finally select the optimum case.  

Using the insights obtained from such simulation models, the SDI policy makers can realize the 

capabilities and the shortcomings of the system. Another simulation model is then developed to 

model the current and optimal design of the SDI development in Tanzania (Paper in press). 

Afterwards, the research was directed to improve the simulation models by employing the Fuzzy 

logic for better representing the joint effect of the qualitative factors influencing the SDI 

development process (paper under review).  

So far, the research has been broadly focused on the development of SDI in order to prepare a 

collaborative environment for sharing the spatial data. As the SDI brings various data resources 

together in order to share their data, the heterogeneity of resources are increasingly problematic, 

especially for the integration and/or reuse purpose. Part of these heterogeneities, so called 

syntactic, is resolved by setting standards of how to store and share the data. However, other 

aspects such as semantic and representational heterogeneities among the spatial data resources 

remain. Moreover, as the spatial data production is expensive and tedious, the new trend is to 

take the advantage of Volunteered Geographic Information (VGIs, a.k.a. crowd sourcing 

resources) that can be a cost efficient way to obtain large amounts of data. The heterogeneity in 

VGI data tends to be higher, therefore the data integration improvement seems to be necessary.  

The focus of this research has been then narrowed down to resolving more technical dilemmas in 

spatial data integration as the principal goal of developing an SDI. The emphasis is on 

linking/matching data at the feature/instance level. With this in mind, the rest of the research 
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concentrated on developing accurate and efficient algorithm which is able to match 

heterogeneous spatial datasets. The road network datasets are chosen to be matched as the case 

study of this research. The data resources to be matched are the Authoritative Datasets (AD) and 

VGIs. Matching these resources is interesting from different perspectives: 1) as VGIs are rapidly 

growing and they need to evaluate their data quality by e.g. comparing with Ads, 2)  ADs can be 

updated using VGIs as VGIs are frequently updated, 3) both dataset can be further enriched 

using the other dataset geometry and attributes, Eventually 4) as the heterogeneity within a VGI 

datasets is high, using them can better reflect the complexity of matching two highly 

heterogeneous resources. The AD used in this research is the Swedish National Mapping Agency 

and the VGI dataset is extracted from the OpenStreetMap online resources. 

Aims and objectives 

The overall aim of this research is twofold: 1) modeling the SDI development using the System 

Dynamics technique and improving it using Fuzzy logic, and 2) improving data integration in 

SDI by semantic enrichment. First, the SDI simulation model developed by Mansourian and 

Abdolmajidi (2011) was investigated and further improved by Fuzzy Logic for modeling the 

joint effect of the qualitative factors. The results are included in Abdolmajidi et al. (under 

review-b). Then, to improve the automatic instance matching, two approaches have been 

suggested and tested: 1) pattern detection, and 2) Semantically enriching datasets. The results of 

these two studies are also included in Abdolmajidi et al. (2015) and Abdolmajidi et al. (under 

review-a).   

Modeling Spatial Data Infrastructure 

The research started by using the Fuzzy Logic in order to improve the representation of joint 

effect of qualitative factors in the simulation model of the SDI development developed by 

Mansourian and Abdolmajidi (2011). In this regard, several fuzzy models comprised of the 

inference methods and defuzzification techniques were used for representing the joint effect of 

the qualitative factors influencing the SDI development. These models were embedded in the 

fuzzy structure (Figure 1) that was implemented in the simulation model. 
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Figure 1. Fuzzy structure added to SMSDI 

 

Respectively, the result of each model was evaluated in term of reproducing the behavior of 

system and its sensitivity to the variables changes. The results showed that in the context of the 

SDI development, using smoother fuzzy models such as Average-Average for the inference and 

Centre of Area (COA) can properly reflect the growing behavior of the system. The thorough 

discussion can be found in the paper that is already under review.  

Meanwhile, I had contributed in a research on modeling the SDI in Tanzania (Mansourian et al., 

In press). The developed simulation models of SDI development in Tanzania was built upon the 

former work done by Mansourian and Abdolmajidi (2011). The developed model showed that 

the current situation of the SDI developing plan is not efficient. Therefore, an optimal structure 

was proposed in the second model to improve the SDI development process. The results of this 

study will be published in a paper (in press).  

 

Instance matching Algorithm 

The research was then narrowed down to a more technical aspect of an SDI: Data integration. In 

an SDI environment, users must be able to link the data from other resources to their own data so 

that they can update, enrich or assess it. As our case study is the road networks, an extensive 
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investigation was conducted on the former studies in terms of matching road networks. There are 

several instance matching algorithms developed in these researches, which are mostly based on 

two main strategies: segment-based and node-based matching. We used the node-based 

algorithm as our comparison between these two strategies revealed advantages of the node-based 

technique over the segment-based. 

Matching authority and VGI road networks using an extended node-based matching 

algorithm (Abdolmajidi et al., 2015) 

We developed a Node-based matching algorithm to match road network datasets. The Node-

based matching begins with comparing nodes in two datasets based on the similarity measures 

such as Euclidean distance between them. Then, the final match between the links is achieved by 

an evaluation of geometrical and topological properties of the segments/links connected to the 

nodes. The developed node-based matching algorithm involves the following main checks 

besides the preprocessing: 

1. Node comparison: this is an inherent step of node-based algorithms in which a list of 

neighboring VGI nodes is found for each node in the AD dataset.  

2. Topology check: Topology, the main component of the algorithm, helps verify all of the 

links connected to the AD node with each link connected to its neighbors (Mustière and 

Devogele, 2008, Zhang et al., 2005). This topological relationship is called a 

composition relationship between a node and lines connected to it. 

3. Geometry check: To find matches between links, several conditions must be considered. 

The measures such as first segment direction, link direction, and length are taken into 

consideration.  

4. Name check: if both links under investigation have names, then their names are 

compared. This outcome mainly occurs when an AD node has more than one 

neighboring node; the algorithm should decide which node is correct.  

The node-based algorithm was then further improved by detecting patterns of complex structures 

of the road network, and matching them in a pattern dedicated algorithm. Figure 2 shows the 

general workflow of the extended node-based algorithm with the improvements highlighted by 

the bold boxes. 
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Figure 2. A general flowchart of the extended node-based algorithm. 

 

The pattern detection happens before the main matching process starts. In the first step, the 

roundabouts as the complex structures in a road networks are extracted based on the Normalized 

Roundness Index (NRI) (Campbell, 2001, Touya, 2010):  

2

4 area
NRI

perimeter

 
       (1) 

Some other conditions such as maximum area and number of connected streets to the roundabout 

are also involved in the detection process. After extracting the roundabouts, a representative 

node that is the centroid of the roundabout is calculated and stored. The centroids are then 

involved in the second step for node comparison. Therefore, for each centroid, the neighboring 

centroids and nodes in the other dataset are detected. This information is used in the third step 

when the pattern-dedicated matching algorithm matches the corresponding roundabouts. After 
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matching the roundabouts, the main matching algorithm is triggered to match the remaining links 

and nodes using the similarity measures such as the first segment azimuth, link azimuth and the 

length of the links.  

Result 

A case study was conducted on the extended node-based algorithm in which OSM road network 

was matched to the Swedish National Road Database (NVDB) in Scania, Sweden. The case 

study reveals that the algorithm is able to match OSM and NVDB with accuracy of 

approximately 95 percent. Further investigation on the pattern detection also denoted that the 

quality of matching results for the detected roundabouts has been substantially increased, 

although the overall accuracy of the whole network matching was not improved considerably. 

That is because the portion of matched roundabouts is significantly smaller than the whole 

number of matched links. The conclusion is that the extended node-based algorithm is 

sufficiently accurate for conducting surveys of the quality of OSM and other VGI road datasets 

in large geographic regions. The more detailed discussions and conclusions can be found in the 

published paper by Abdolmajidi et al. (2015). 

Ontology to facilitate the instance matching of road networks: a case study on enriching 

VGI and authoritative road data (Abdolmajidi et al., under review-a) 

Employing the pattern detection in order to enrich the road network by extracting the complex 

structures improved the matching quality of the complex structures in the extended node-based 

algorithm. The pattern detection was used as a generic solution for resolving the heterogeneous 

geometrical representation of the features in the road networks. However, this approach has its 

own downfalls. Pattern detection turned to be a very expensive process which decreases the 

efficiency of the matching algorithm. Moreover, there seems not to be a general pattern detection 

method that can detect all the patterns in a road network, therefore several pattern detection 

methods must be deployed that consequently deteriorate the efficiency of the algorithm. Hence, 

we strived to find a more generic approach that can not only improve the matching quality but 

also retain its efficiency.  

As the patterns of complex structures depend on the data contributor, therefore we suggest to 

gather the information about the structures from the data contributor while the data being 
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produced. This separates the structures from their representations. If the datasets carry the 

semantic of the instances that also describes the relations between them, then the matching 

algorithm is able to detect the correct matches. For example, in Figure 1, if dataset (a) has a 

relationship between instances that build the roundabout, then the algorithm will know that if 

there is a node in dataset (b), then the links should be matched to a node (so called a hyper-

node). 

    

(a)                                                (b) 

Figure 3: Heterogeneous representation of same junction in two datasets. Dataset (a) represents 

the junction as a roundabout while the dataset (b) represents it as a simple intersection. 

 

The road network datasets can be enriched by introducing the relations between features of the 

road network in the data model. The ontology data model is currently the best way for including 

such relations in the data. In this regard, we designed an ontology to store and represent a road 

network along with the relations between the features. Using these relations in the ontological 

data model, the necessary knowledge that is required by the matching algorithm can be 

extracted/inferred by a reasoner. The inference of knowledge in the ontologically enriched 

datasets is executed before loading them into the matching algorithm because it is not efficient to 

infer knowledge every time the algorithm needs some implicit information in the dataset. 

Especially if the dataset is so large the inference may take substantial time.   
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The node-based matching algorithm should be then able to extract such knowledge from the 

dataset via a mediator. SPARQL query language is a promising tool for communicating between 

instance-matching algorithm and datasets ontologies. The queries help the algorithm to find the 

best match in different situation. Figure 4 shows the overall work flow of the node-based 

algorithm adapted to communicate with ontologically enriched datasets. The green container 

added to the general node-based algorithm shows the ontological data model and inference 

compartments. The steps highlighted then denote the steps that the new data model can be useful 

to the node-based algorithm. 
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Figure 4: The general flowchart of the node-based algorithm integrated with the ontology. The 

ontology part of the algorithm is included in the green rectangle.  
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Using the ontology can help to match the complex structures which are assumed to be explicitly 

defined and stored as an instance by the data contributors regardless of their representation. Such 

information can be then utilized to improve the matching of the complex structures.  

The proposed solution was then specifically tested on several cases of roundabouts which can 

properly represent the variety of the complexity in the matching process in order to assess the 

matching quality of a complex structure. The cases are located in Scania, which is the 

southernmost province of Sweden.  

Figure 5 shows a highly complex case matched using the proposed approach. In this case the 

streets connected to the roundabout in Figure 5a differ from each other. They are also different, 

in terms of levels of detail, from their corresponding streets in the other dataset shown in Figure 

5b. The matching result shows that the algorithm is able to detect streets with varying levels of 

detail in one dataset and correctly match them to their corresponding streets. In fact, the 

algorithm is able to find out the cardinality of the matching by examining the status of each street 

extracted from the ontologies. Then the algorithm can match correct nodes and/or links to their 

corresponding nodes and/or links in the other dataset.  

      

(a)                                  (b) 

Figure 5: The result of matching a roundabout in dataset (a) to a roundabout in dataset (b), where 

both roundabouts have streets connected to them with varying levels of detail. 

Discussion 

Complex structures usually raise difficulties in instance matching as the matching algorithms are 

not able to correctly detect and match the corresponding features. This is mainly due to the 

localized view of matching algorithms that focus on the similarities of the nodes and links. 
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Therefore, the broader view is needed as a link or node may be located in a complex structure. In 

this study we investigated the pattern detection method and ontological data model as the 

alternative solutions to overcome the heterogeneous geometrical representation of the complex 

structures in the road networks. 

Pattern Detection vs. Ontologically enriched Datasets  

We first enriched the road network dataset by deploying pattern detection processes before 

matching the datasets. The enrichment helped to extract the complex structures so that a pattern 

dedicated algorithm matches those structures. Roundabouts were used as the complex structure 

for the case study. The Normalized Roundness Index (NRI) (Touya 2010) was used to detect 

round shape polygons as the potential roundabouts and then further measures such as the area 

and number of connected links. The criteria used here had reasonable omission and commission 

error.  The pattern detection showed improvement in matching roundabouts. However, studies by 

Abdolmajidi et al. (2015) and others highlight that for identifying special cases (of e.g. 

roundabouts) the pattern measures have to be increasingly more complex. This implies that the 

computational performance will decrease and the tailoring of the pattern methods for different 

datasets will be cumbersome.  

Although, the pattern detection seems to be generic solution for geometric heterogeneity of the 

datasets, having richer datasets can help us to skip these expensive processes. For the purpose of 

providing richer dataset, an ontology was developed to embed relations between features that can 

facilitate and improve the instance matching algorithm in more generic manner. The ontology 

needs to be designed and structured in a way that enables the matching algorithm to determine 

the correct matches with correct cardinality. This simplifies the matching of the roundabouts 

with different complexities. The embedded information is then accessed via SPARQL queries to 

separately check and match each street based on the answers returned from the datasets. 

Therefore, the algorithm can be more flexible to the varying levels of detail of the connected 

streets, and matches roundabouts with various types of complexities (Figure 5). This would 

increase the matching results’ quality, and maintains the connectivity of the network after the 

two datasets are integrated. 
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Future work 

Our study shows that enriched datasets with the designed ontology makes the instance matching 

algorithm more flexible in matching geometrically heterogeneous complex structures such as 

roundabouts in the road network datasets. It allows the matching algorithm to simply make 

SPARQL queries for fetching information from the dataset which otherwise must have been 

extracted from the geometry and structure of the data using the expensive pattern detection 

methods. The information in the ontologically enriched dataset helps the algorithm to determine 

the correct matches and the cardinalities of the instance relationships which lead into a higher 

quality and accuracy of the matching results in the case studies. However, creating such an 

ontology requires gathering extra information about the instances and their relations during the 

data production. This implies extra work load for the data contributors. 

A proper strategy can reduce the burden of the data collection. To collect the information and 

embed it in the ontologically enriched dataset, we suggest to design a stepwise procedure being 

guided by a designed ontology and standardized questions for matching the inserted feature with 

an entity in the designed ontology. In this regard, we suggest two strategies: 1) Naïve, and 2) 

Aided.  

In the Naïve methodology, user provides all the information by answering the relevant questioner 

to each action he/she undertakes. The questioner needs to be carefully designed so that it can be 

comprehensive. This means that the questioner may end up as a long list of questions which is 

boring and time-consuming for the contributors of data.  

To overcome this problem, the aided methodology maybe an alternative, by reducing the burden 

of answering questions. This methodology is based on partly gathering information using the 

questioners and also employing some spatial analyses and data-mining algorithms to offer 

possible relations between inserted features and to create the suitable ontological premises for 

the instances. These can be just confirmed by the user to be eventually stored. For example if one 

road intersects another road, then simply the lines would be broken and the segment are assigned 

to the same streets that the whole line belonged to. In order to assure that the assumption is 

correct the asserted relations would be shown to the user so he can finalize it.  

The data entry will also be closely followed to check the consistency of information and also to 

direct the user to use correct notations. This process can be restrictive or flexible. The strict 
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implementation will not allow any inconsistency in the data entry with the designed ontology 

from any individual person. While, the flexible design can tolerate the inconsistency until 

enough information is gathered in order to fix it. This procedure can extract the relationships 

between features which then build a larger entity in terms of the concept, e.g. a set of links may 

represent a roundabout or crossroad or dual-carriageways, or a set of polygons constitute a 

shopping mall or a recreational area.   

The questioners and the designed ontology can direct the user to correct conceptualizations and 

also to validate the information based on pre-defined relations and concepts in the ontology. The 

whole procedure will result in a realistic and reliable ontology with instances which can be 

useful in instance-matching process. Note that these methodologies are designed for data 

collection by digitizing maps. 

The next stage of this research is then to first implement the Naïve approach as a web application 

(Figure 6) where the data contributors can insert the road network data by digitizing the provided 

satellite image as the background data. The web application can either be implemented as a 

service/plugin upon the OSM framework or serve as an autonomous web application. In the 

former case, the data structure of the platform needs to be investigated so that the proposed 

ontological data model can be adapted to be able to accommodate their data. This may limit the 

ability of our application by the data structure provided. In the latter case, however, our 

application is not bound to any restriction and the data can be easily structured in the desirable 

ontological data model. On the other hand, this may inflict some complexities in the 

implementation of our web application as some tools and features may need to be developed 

from scratch.  
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Figure 6: the overall work flow of semantically enriching the data in a web application for 

improving the instance matching. The green box shows the future work of this research. 

Regardless of which platform the web application will be developed on, it needs to provide 

several capabilities to the data contributors for the data collection and structuring. It should allow 

them to insert polylines and nodes. They should also be able to introduce the types of the features 

that they intend to add to the dataset. The data insertion starts by choosing the type of data from 

the questioner: Point, Line or Polygon. As our case study is the road network, the desirable type 

would be line. Afterward, the class of network should be determined by selecting the Road 

Network from the list. In this step, the application should fetch the ontological data model 

developed in this research so that the inserted data in the next step can be properly structured. 

For example, when the user starts drawing a line, the first point should be stored as an instance of 

the Node class in the ontology. This node has also the “isExtendOf” relation with the line that is 

connected to. The line is then an instance of the Arc class of the ontology. Consequently, the last 
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point should also be stored as a Node instance. This can be triggered when the user finishes the 

drawing of the line. So far, the application is able to collect geometrical and topological 

information of the building blocks of a road network.  

Information about the structures that links and nodes are situated in should also be collected in 

the application. This can be provided as an attribute for the inserted data or be selected before the 

data insertion. Selecting the type of the structure before inserting data enables the application to 

guide the user by supplementary materials. This helps user to produce correct data and provide 

accurate information about it. The application can display various options of drawing a desired 

feature by some images. For example, if the user wishes to add a roundabout, various types of 

inserting a roundabout may be reviewed by the application. Some instruction for each type is 

also given so that the inserted data structure comply the required structure by the data model. For 

example, an inserted link building a lane can build a street detailed partition. In case the structure 

type is provided as an attribute, then there may need to be a demo for the user to learn how to 

insert the data before starting the data production. The final design is to be decided based on the 

case requirements. Therefore, the methods can be utilized alternatively.   

The application need to visualize the result in a meaningful way that the user can understand. 

The information can be manifested in a hierarchical classification of the inserted objects or as the 

axioms that will be asserted in the final ontology. As there is not always a simple classification 

of the results, then maybe user should be able to switch between these two methods. If the 

generated information is confirmed by the user, then it can be stored.  

There are issues that should be decided during the implementation. Some of them may depend on 

the platform the web application will be built upon. Some are associated with the complexity of 

the data structure while some others are relying on the optimization of the data collection method 

and the questioner. Eventually, the application must be able to collect the necessary information 

for representing the road network in the designed ontological data model. The ontology will then 

be inferred and used in the instance matching algorithm for the evaluation. Other evaluation 

approaches for evaluating the web application should be also considered so that we can measure 

the difficulty level and friendliness level of our method for the data collection. The evaluation 

methods are also to be decided.  
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